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has got a grocery shop situated in Ward No.I5, Khola Kehal, Tehsil and

complainant, on 21.11.2008 Ejaz came to the shop at I 0:00 p.m. and slept in

people were standing in front of his shop and Ejaz (son of the complainant)

shop, the door of the shop was open and inside the shop at back side his son
was found dead. He found fire-arm injuries on right & left sides of the chest

of the deceased. During this period the police got information and reached
the spot. On the spot, report was lodged by the complainant Banaris Khan
wherein he did not charge anyone as according to him he had no enmity with

Y).
I

11>---

!lnYDn~. On hi.c:t~portJ Marasila

Ex.PA/l was chalked out. On the basis Qf
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this Marasila FIR No.1420 Ex.P A was registered on the same date under

registration of case in the shape of FIR was 9:30 on the same date i.e.
22.11.2008. The 1.0 prepared site plan Ex.PB as well as the injury sheet of
the deceased Ex. PW.14/2 and recovered one spent bullet from the pillow of

into possession through recovery memo Ex.PW.l1/l.

possession.

Alongwith that one

The site plan was prepared on 22.11.2008. On 26.01.2009

and points No.2, 3, 4 and D were added to the site plan. The 1.0. sent the

3.

Dr. Usman Shah PW.22 conducted autopsy and found following

1.

Entry wound on left sub scapular region (back) of 1/4 x 1/4 cm
in size, 7 cm from left auxiliary pit in between 4 x 5th
intercostals space.

2.

Exit wound 1/2 x 1/2 em in size below right auxiliary pit in mid
auxiliary line.

3.

Firearm injury 1/4 x 1/4 cm in size on right arm in its upper one

3rd

(medial aspect) near the axilla on arm pit (entry point) of

injury No.1.
Firearm

injury

1/2 x 1/2 em in SIze on right

posteriorllateral aspect of right arm (exit poi11t).

medial
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Asim Khan submitted an application before the

24.01.2009

regarding

1.9. wherein

which recovery memo Ex.PW.8/1

he stated that

was prepared.

Allegedly the money which was in the drawer in the shape of coins was
concealed in a sock and dumped at a vacant place. The same was recovered
and after counting

all the coins the amount came to Rs.l294/-.

On

27.01.2009 both the accused were produced before the Judicial Magistrate
Muhammad

fl.

Asim Khan PW.l and their confessional

statements

were

framed on 29.05.2009 to which the accused did not plead guilty and claimed

trial.
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and the date of their arrest was shown. According to the said publication, the

arrest on 24.01.2009. Both the newspapers were taken on record as Mark-A

9.

Learned Counsel for the appellant/complainant

submitted that though

it was an unseen occurrence, however, circumstantial evidence was available
and that circumstantial evidence connected the accused with the alleged
offence. According to the learned Counsel for the appellant/complainant,

the

them falsely. Admittedly the deceased was asleep in his shop. The roof of
the shop was made of tin (teen). There was a small hole in the roof which
had earlier not been noticed by the complainant and that was the reason that
it was not shown to the 1.0, on the

Yj.

tIuwevUl,

first day when the site plan was prepared.

uflmWm'Uy it W~W reU112ea

ana

it wag S110Wt1 t6 the l.O, and
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further submitted that the accused had fired from the roof through that hole.
The leanled Counsel further submitted that infact only one shot was fired

circumstances the prosecution had proved its case beyond all shadows of

11.

The learned Assistant Advocate General supported the contentions of

the learned Counsel for the appellant/complainant.

12.

On the other hand, the learned Counsel for the respondents/accused
I

submitted that it is a fabricated case with no evidence. It was further
submitted that the press clippings though

were not exhibit~d in the tJvidcnce

yet were brought on file and the Court could take into consideration the
same. The press clippings clearly showed that the accused had been arrested

V-I.

on 22.01.2009 but were shown to be arrested on 24.01.2009. Even if it is
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confession which did not support the statement of the co-accused Shehzad

police official and had been afterwards murdered. On the record neither
there was any license of the pistol nor any number of the pistol nor there is
any evidence that Niaz had actually given the pistol to Waqas and then
Waqas had given the pistol to the accused Shehzad. No empty had been
recovered from the spot. Allegedly the crime pistol was sent to Forensic
Science Laboratory, Peshawar but the person who took the same to the
Laboratory was not produced before the Court. The report does not show as

to whether the pistol and the alleged crime bullet were actually sealed or not
as no mark is present on the same. The SHO in his statement before the

Vj

~ourt submitted that Muharrir had sent the two articles to the Laboratory
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available with the prosecution was Nokia Mobile. Actually, neither the
mobile phone of the deceased was produced before the Court nor the record
regarding calls of the mobile produced before the Court was in respect of the
mobile belonging to the deceased. The prosecution prepared a made-up story

the medical evidence clearly showed that there were two injuries whereas
the learned Counsel for the appellant/complainant

wants the Court to

presume that there was only one shot fired and in this way the prosecution
wants to bring the case in line with the medical evidence. The case as such is
a false case and the accused were rightly acquitted.

1S.

We

have heard the learned Counsel for

the parties and

have also

perused the record.

Yl.

16.

The prosecution story is

that on 21.11.2008 at 11.00 p.m. accu5cd

Shehzad alias Chilya alongwith co-accused namely Sajid Ali went to the
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shop of deceased Ejaz. Sajid accused stopped at some distance. Shehzad
accused climbed the roof top of the shop, where he found a hole. The bulb
inside the shop was alight. At that time Ejaz deceased, then alive, said loudly

Shehzad accused then came down but by that time Sajid accused had already
gone home. Shehzad accused went to the house of co-accused Sajid where
they remained for some time and afterwards both of them again came to the
shop of the deceased to see as to what had happened. They found the
deceased dead. Shehzad accused brought out the drawer in which there were
coins and a mobile phone. He gave the mobile phone to co-accused Sajid
and kept the money himself. This whole story is based upon the confessional

17.

The case of the prosecution as such rests upon confessional statements

of the accused, recovery of drawer, recovery of mobile phone allegedly
belonging to the deceased and recovery of crime pistol alongwith crime

recorded on 27.01.2009 whereas the same confessional statement was
published in newspaper namely 'Pine' Abbotabad on 23.01.2009 and

h

newspaper 'Aaj' on 24.01.2009. The statement which was published in the

~ewspapers was to the effect that accused Shehzad and Sajid were arrested

I
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23.01.2009. According to the said news, the accused had already been

contained in a newspaper is merely hearsay evidence. Nevertheless, if in
respect of the same fact the prosecution produces different evidence which is
in total contradiction with the news item published in the newspaper then

that news item becomes a relevant fact. The Hon'ble Supreme Com1 in
judgment titled 'Wattan Party Vs. Federation of Pakistan' reported in PLD

2006 S.C. 697 held that judicial notice of news item can be taken by the

20.

The established principle of law is that no conclusive judgment can be

passed on the basis of newspaper item, it cannot be considered as substantive

~

,piece of evidence bnt nevertheless, judicial notice of the news item can

be
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taken in certain circumstances as given in the judgment of the Hon'ble

the knowledge of the 1.0. as both the newspapers were published in

24.01.2009 whereas the alleged confessional statement had already been

submitted that he was subjected to physical torture. The confessional

accepted as voluntary and no reliance can be placed on that statement.

23.

As far as the confessional statement of Sajid Ali accused is concerned,

not say that he had any plan to kill the deceased. According to his statement
he had not participated in the act of killing. He had also not participated in
the act of taking away the looted money or mobile. His statement is only to
the effect that he was present at the time when second accused was

V'\ .committing the offence and second accused had given him the mobile and
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Chirya had already been published in the same words in the newspapers.

voluntary, without inducement, threat or promise. In judgment titled 'Dhani
Bakhsh Vs. The State' reported as PLD 1975 S.C. 187 it was held as under:-

"The mode and method of recording the confession of
one accused in presence of the other casts serious doubt
on its voluntariness which is the basic requirement of law
as also for its appeal to the judicial conscience. The
whole object of legal and judicial insistence on the
meticulous observance of all the necessary formalities
and precautions laid down with minute particularity is to
ensure

that

absolutely
extraneous

the

confessional

statement

should

be

free from the slightest tinge or taint of
influence

such

as

threat,

promIse

or

inducement and the Courts are placed under an obligation
to affirmatively

satisfy themselves that it is free and
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26.

Apparently it seems that in order to prove the case of the prosecution

guilt and the other accused was made a witness. In the above said
circumstances we are not inclined to accept the confessional statements of

corroboratory evidence is only to support the substantive evidence and if

28.

Nevertheless, the second piece of evidence on which the prosecution

has relied is the recovery of crime pistol. The story of the prosecution is that

asked his friend Waqas who did not have the pistol so he asked Niaz, the
said Niaz gave the pistol to Waqas who then gave the pistol to accused

Shehzad. During trial Niaz, who was a police official, was murdered in some
other case. Waqas was produced as PW.12. He, in his statement before the

n.

Court, submitted that Shehzad accused had asked him to give him a pistol as

he did not have the pistol so he called his friend Niaz on telephone and the
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not known as to where the said bullet and with whom it was lying for such a
long time. The alleged pistol was recovered on 24.01.2009. This crime pistol
was sent to the Forensic Science Laboratory on 29.01.2009. Both the reports
Ex.PW.21/4 and Ex.PW.21/13 of the Forensic Science Laboratory do not
show as to who had taken the crime weapon and the bullet to the Laboratory.
Both the reports do not show any seal or mark on the seal. As such the

31.

~.

Another piece of evidence on which the prosecution has relied is the

Nokia Mobile phone of the deceased. According to the prosecution the
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deceased was having a mobile phone. Though it was not mentioned in the

namely Asim Khan PW.5 gave a statement that from the shop where the

02.12.2008. The strange thing is that neither the S.P. Investigation was

given by the brother of deceased. The case of the prosecution is that Shehzad
accused had given his mobile number 0300-9117496 to Sajid accused, who
gave it in exchange to Tauqir-ur-Rehman, who had exchanged this mobile

evidence on record to show that the said mobile was ever used by accused
Sajid. There is also no evidence on record to show that the said mobile
actually belonged to the deceased. So in these circumstances the recovery of
~

:nobile phone also cannot be believed.
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wounds and two exit wounds. In order to accept the contention of the
learned Counsel, we have to presume that the medical evidence is not correct
but even otherwise the contention cannot be accepted because even if the
bullet had gone out through injury No.2 below the right arm pit then it could
not enter the ann through injury No.3 which was upper muscle of the hand.
The medical evidence clearly shows that there were two entry wounds of the
same size and two exit wounds of the same size. In presence of this
evidence, the presumption of the learned Counsel cannot be accepted,

\rj.

It

seems that the learned Counsel, in order to prove th"t only one shot W"s
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